


If you are looking for 
adventure, while being taken 
care of by a wonderful crew, 
and enjoying excellent food... 
look no further.

One of the oldest motor 
yachts still in existence, 

LENGTH:  45.75m
             151 feet 

SPEED: 12 knots

REFIT:  2019/20

CABINS:   5
GUESTS:  10

CREW:      10

“The oldest motor yacht 
in the world currently 
in operation today”

benefiting from a refit 
(2019/2020) you will find 
modern comfort in the cosy 
atmosphere of this yacht.

The master cabin has been 
positioned on the main deck.

The experience of chartering KALIZMA gives you everything 
you expect from a yacht, but it also gives you something more: 
style!

Whether you are cruising the Maldives or the Mediterranean 
hot spots, you will take great pride in arriving at an anchorage 
with onlookers admiring the old world charm of KALIZMA. 

She can be a family boat or a party boat.

THE

KALIZMA



EXTERIOR

Graceful and impressive
with style, flair and panache



The sun deck has been completely redesigned for 2020 
with a new sun pad aft, and a table for enjoying alfresco 
breakfast, coffee or drinks during the day.

New china, flatware and linen.  New cushions.  Fresh, 
like a new yacht.

THE

SUN DECK



The original aft deck table, restored for perfect 
meals.

  DINING ON THE

AFT DECK



They say that it’s impossible to be 
bored on a yacht.  

For hyperactive people who want 
to throw themselves into activity 
on the water, and under the water,  
there is no shortage of options.

Enjoy the sea like Elizabeth Taylor 
& Richard Burton... or more!

Action sports, and spending quality 
family time together at meals are the 
recipe for memories that will last a 
life time.

Learn new skills under the guidance 
of crew that are patient and highly 
capable instructors in many kinds of 
water based sports and activities. 

FUN O’CLOCK



INTERIOR
Relaxed comfort with old world style



 THE FAMOUS

BARNEWFURNITURE



The perfect place to get away 
from it all.

KALIZMA has been an escape 
from reality since 1906.

The guests always feel a sense of 
magic when they come aboard a 
yacht that has such a long history 
of romance and exploration.

The story of Richard Burton 
gifting KALIZMA to Elizabeth 
Taylor is celebrated with a 
montage of photos, illustrating 
the dream lifestyle that spans the 
decades.  Happily you can savour 
the experience as a charterer.

DREAM 
BOAT



Relaxed comfort

NEW 2020

BEDDING





The friendly and professional crew 
aboard KALIZMA will take care of your 
safety as well as ensuring you have what 
you need, when you want it.

Cruising is about relaxation and 
excitement in equal measure, so when 
it comes time to get the toys into 
action, the crew are ready to make it all 
available for you, FAST.

Captain Saini is a perfect Captain, 
having a warm personality and 
abundant enthusiasm and energy.
He leads a happy crew, who are 
motivated and great with guests of all 
ages.

Nothing is too much trouble.

Service is prompt and efficient.

Children of all ages are made to feel at home, and will never 
be bored.

A team spirit under the leadership of Captain Saini.

The crew make all the difference with any yacht.
You will be charmed by the warm and friendly atmosphere 
created by the crew of KALIZMA.

CAPTAIN

SAINI
BOSUN

PARDEEP
STEW

TIA

 YOUR FRIENDLY

TEAM
 VITAL INGREDIENT:

THECREW



 RELAXED

LIVING
You will be delighted with the food served on board by 
Kalizma’s Chefs.

Ask your broker for our mouth-watering sample menus, 
so you can imagine what it will be like to spend days at 
sea enjoying great meals with family and friends.



 THE

ENGINEERS
Keeping the yacht running just as 
it should with careful preventative 
maintenance.

On hand in case of any technical 
issues.

Available and keen to be involved in 
the provision of service to guests.

Team players, full of enthusiasm.

CHIEF ENGINEER

  GIAN

ENGINEER

RUMAN



CHARTERMALDIVES



Contact your preferred Broker

Check the availability and rate


